DOJ accuses Ericsson of violating 2019 legal settlement

The Justice Department has accused Ericsson of violating a 2019 legal settlement by failing to require its contractors to end alleged corruption and bribes around the world in violation of laws targeting them during a 12-year period. The inquiry has a 10-year record of failed investigations. The company did not respond to a request for comment. The investigation is ongoing, and the government has also highlighted evidence of evidence of corruption fraud.

Investigation found firm didn’t disclose alleged payments

Ericsson’s response to the allegations came after the government accused it of violating a 2019 legal settlement by failing to require its contractors to end alleged corruption and bribes around the world in violation of laws targeting them during a 12-year period. The inquiry has a 10-year record of failed investigations. The company did not respond to a request for comment. The investigation is ongoing, and the government has also highlighted evidence of evidence of corruption fraud.
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